
OTB BUSINESS PLAN

How to Control Your Retail Inventory. Open-to-buy (OTB) is an inventory management system that works with your retail
business. It's the amount of merchandise your retail store can buy during a certain time period.

Older inventory is typically purchased at a lower price point. Gain Better Financial Control and Boost
Customer Satisfaction Having the appropriate mix of inventory and knowing how much to buy pre-season and
in-season is imperative for better financial control and customer satisfaction. Inventory is ordered according to
sales. And the holding cost, also known as carrying or storage expenses, also vary depending on how much
inventory you have. The plan can be maintained on paper, in a spreadsheet, or by purchasing one of the
several retail software packages available that contain OTB programs. Any products categorized A are your
most valuable and important products, while C falls at the bottom of your priority list. Are you marketing
them to the wrong customer segments? More accessible. Best for: Retailers that want to better understand the
shelf life of their products 8. This gives you time to carefully review what you plan to purchase and make
adjustments up or down as indicated by your OTB. Taking the Fear out of Open-to-Buy By: Joan Doyle
Open-to-Buy OTB , the management of purchasing dollars in relation to sales and inventory levels, is perhaps
the most important tool buyers have at their disposal to keep their stores profitable. Maximize sales
opportunitiesâ€”improve sales margins and have fewer markdowns. We check our email every 10 minutes.
The following spreadsheet shows what your projected sales and purchasing would look like for the year. Is
Franchising the Right Option? Integrate merchandising, replenishment and allocation plans. End-of-month
inventory carries over to become the beginning-of-month inventory for the next month. You may want to
reconsider the marketing and pricing strategies behind these products. Gain a knowledge of how existing firms
have positioned themselves in the marketplace, and then design your business in a way that sets you apart
from the others. This also allows the retailer to react to fast-selling items and quickly restock shelves. Monthly
upkeep takes very little time. Here are definitions of terms used in the OTB formula: Planned Beginning of
Month Inventory: How much inventory in dollars you expect to have at the beginning of the month Planned
Sales: How much in sales in dollars you forecast during a given month Planned Markdowns: A projection of
product markdowns in dollars Planned Open-To-Buy Dollars: The dollar amount that you have available to
buy more inventory at the end of the month Planned End-Of-Month Inventory: A forecast of balance inventory
in dollars at the end of the month. Hints for living within your OTB: â€” Be cautious about offers of quantity
discounts or free freight if you increase the size of your order significantly over your normal purchasing
levels. Just enter your city, state and zip code to get a list of off-track betting businesses in your community.
And remember that the OTB amount is at retail value, not cost value. Investing in an integrated open-to-buy
planning solution allows retailers to more effectively plan their assortments and purchase inventory with
visibility to the financial plan and current inventory position. OTB can be calculated in either units or dollars.
Features Forecast plans based on pre-season and in-season. Being online, you are able to access and update
your data at anytime from any computer, tablet or smartphone. Creating Your Open-To-Buy Plan You can
start by creating a six-month open-to-buy plan that takes the form of a spreadsheet. Your markdown loss will
be counterbalanced by having the better-selling merchandise. You'll also want it to cover a portion of your
business's day-to-day overhead such as the cost of your website each month and marketing â€” you want to be
left with some profit. By increasing open-to-buy frequency you might increase inbound transportation costs or
sacrifice order quantity discounts, but in the end, having inventory flexibility will be worth it. On the other
hand, this can also adversely affect fulfillment times and product availability. OTB plans are also incredibly
flexible â€” apply it to a single product category, a department, or across your entire retail business. Read our
article on other tactics to better manage your inventory. Economic order quantity EOQ The EOQ inventory
management method uses customer demand, ordering cost, and holding cost to determine what the sweet spot
is for inventory levels. Off-track betting has historically been exempt from anti-gambling laws, but the
industry is still highly regulated and vulnerable to statutory changes. Why would they want to educate a future
competitor? Look Over the Competition Before you open an off-track betting business within your
community, it's a good idea to find out how you will fit in the competitive landscape.


